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10 Lives       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Chris Jenkins 
Status:  Production 

TGFM Animation 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmanimation.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #634 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 
Synopsis: Beckett is a pampered and selfish cat who totally takes for granted the lucky hand he has been dealt. All that is 
about to change, however, when he carelessly loses his ninth life.  With no lives left and faced with the inevitable, Beckett pleads for 
things to be back to how they were. At first his request is refused but in a moment of exceptional empathy, the 'Gatekeeper' has a 
change of heart and allows him to return to earth with a whole new set of lives. What he doesn't realise immediately however is that 
each of these new lives will see him return in a variety of different forms...each one teaching him a valuable & timely lesson. It is a 
journey that sees Beckett turn from gloriously self-absorbed pet to a self-sacrificing hero; because sometimes you must travel many 
different roads to find the very best version of yourself. 

 

The Adventures Of Maid Marian       
Cast: Sophie Craig, Dominic Andersen, Bob Cryer 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Bill Thomas 
Status:  Completed 

TSignature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #117 

Home Office tel: +1 213 785 7579 
Synopsis: Out of the shadows, a legend returns to save her people from the tyranny of the disgraced Sheriff of Nottingham. 
Robin Hood remains at war and Marian must put her own combat skills to the test, creating a new tale that will be heralded throughout 
the ages. This is her story. This is the story of Maid Marian. 

 

Afghanistan       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  James Glancy 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott #240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Synopsis: Director James Glancy, a former British Royal Marine commando who was decorated for his actions in combat, 
returns to Afghanistan with a handpicked team to help him answer the question that has haunted him for ten years. Was it worth it? 
Dramatically, mid-way through filming, President Joe Biden announces that the US will be pulling troops out by 9/11, starting a Taliban 
offensive that leads to the dramatic fall of the Afghanistan Government, amidst chaotic evacuation scenes in Kabul, as American forces 
withdraw. 

 

Alien Invasion       
Cast: Amber Doig Thorne, Sarah T Cohen, Bao Tieu , May Kelly, 

Benjamin Colbourne, Leah Glated, Richard Kovacs, Matthew 
Baunsgard 

Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Fred Searle 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Matteo Rolleri 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #104 

Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: A group of friends discover a large egg nesting in their neighbour’s lab. When the egg hatches, they encounter an 
unwelcome predator from space and must attempt a harrowing escape, as they battle to stop the alien reaching civilization. 
 

 

Allelujah       
Cast: Derek Jacobi, Judi Dench, Jennifer Saunders 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Richard Eyre 
Status:  Completed 

TPathé Films 
Agathe Theodore 

sales@patheinternational.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #05 

Home Office tel: +33 1 71 72 33 05 
Synopsis: Set in a Yorkshire geriatric hospital, this glorious reunion of Oscar winner Judi Dench and director Richard Eyre is a 
spirited homage to the idiosyncrasies of old age and the fortitude of health care workers. 

 

American Star       
Cast: Ian McShane, Nora Arnezeder, Adam Nagaitis, Fanny Ardant, 

Thomas Kretschmann 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Gonzalo López-Gallego 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
 

Olivier Brunskill 
info@altitudefilment.com 

Market Office: Gropius Bau #159 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: An assassin on final assignment arrives in Fuerteventura to kill a man he has never met. But the target is delayed. 
Instead of following protocol he stays, drawn to the island, the people and a ghostly shipwreck. When the target returns, the world has 
shifted. Before everything was simple, now nothing is. 
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Apteros       
Cast: Kaya Scodelario, Ben Hardy, Lance Reddick 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Edward Anderson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch 

mail@independent-ent.com 
Market Office: Marriott #260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Synopsis: The first manned mission to Mars is returning to earth with a life-changing discovery. But when a deadly virus 
breaks out on the ship, it turns the crew against each other and puts life on earth in jeopardy, in this chilling, contained sci-fi thriller. 

 

Assailant       
Cast: Casper Van Dien, Chad Michael Collins, Poppy Delevingne, Jeff 

Fahey 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tom Paton 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 

Synopsis: A couple going through marriage counselling decide to head to the Caribbean on a “make or break them” sailing 
holiday to heal wounds. But when the husband gets into a local bar fight the night before they trek over a coastal trail on a 
neighbouring island, the duo find themselves relentlessly pursued across the difficult terrain by his opponent, who is hellbent on killing 
them. Exhausted and pushed to their limits, the couple must learn to once again work together if they have any hope of surviving the 
day. 

 

Bad Blood       
Cast: Laura Montgomery Bennett, Lennon Leckey, Natasha Naomi 

Rea 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Eric Steele 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Matteo Rolleri 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #104 

Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: A social worker takes a withdrawn homeless boy into her care, not suspecting that he is a vampire. As she she gets 
closer to him, his thirst for human blood increases and to protect him, she must help lure his next kill to satisfy his cravings. 

 

Barbarians       
Cast: Iwan Rheon, Tom Cullen, Catalina Sandino Moreno, Ines 

Spiridonov, Will Kemp 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Charles Dorfman 
Status:  Completed 

TBlue Finch Film Releasing 
Mike Chapman 

info@bluefinchfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7289 1900 

Synopsis: A dinner party in a country house sees four friends come together for a birthday celebration, but as the night 
progresses, secrets emerge and unsettling events begin to unfold around them 

 

Beneath The Surface       
Cast: Georgie Banks, Nicola Wright, Stephanie Lodge, Beatrice 

Fletcher , Annie Knox 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Rebecca Matthews 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Matteo Rolleri 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #104 

Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: A young woman survives a great white shark attack, whilst on a family boating vacation, however soon realizes the 
nightmare is far from over. Those around her can not be trusted, and she must face her demons, if she is to step back in the water. 

 

Big Boys Don't Cry       
Cast: Michael Socha, Zoë Tapper, Poppy Roe 
Genre: True Story 
Director:  Steve Crowhurst 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Alan Byron 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558 160 
Synopsis: Based on true events, Paul (Michael Socha) is forced to recall his harrowing childhood growing up in a children's 
home, when a police investigation into his boyhood friend’s suicide opens old wounds. As Paul struggles to shake off his past and build 
a relationship with Anthea (Zoë Tapper), his fragile mental state and bitter memories lead to a confrontation with those responsible for 
his shattered childhood and the death of his friend. 
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Bite       
Cast: Shian Denovan, Nansi Nsue, Annabelle Lanyon, , Anthony Ilott 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  James Owen 
Status:  Completed 

THewes Pictures 
Princeton Holt 

pholt@hewespictures.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #130 

Home Office tel: +1 646 867 3547 
Synopsis: Pursued by a dangerous criminal after a failed theft, con artists Nina and Yaz get more than they bargained for 
when they target a seemingly innocent elderly widow. 

 

Black Dog       
Cast: Jamie Flatters, Keenan Munn-Francis 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  George Jaques 
Status:  Post-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch 

mail@independent-ent.com 
Market Office: Marriott #260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Synopsis: Two teenagers from London take an unexpected road trip North as each of them tries to understand how loss and 
grief have shaped their young minds. A highly personal road movie about grief, love, sexuality and friendship. 

 

Blank       
Cast: Heida Reed, Rachel Shelley, Wayne Brady 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Natalie Kennedy 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Seekers 
Ethan Cross 

sales@film-seekers.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0626 
Synopsis: Set in the near future, Blank delivers a unique and unsettling portrait of a successful writer wrestling with writer’s 
block and her buried past while being held hostage by a corrupted A.I. system. Expertly blending tension and psychological drama, the 
film explores a number of contemporary issues surrounding the influence of developing technology, such as Artificial Intelligence and 
our increased reliance upon it, as we become more and more hooked into the digital world. 

 

Blue Jean       
Cast: Rosy McEwen 
Genre: LGBT 
Director:  Georgia Oakley 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Constellation 
Léo Teste 

sales@filmconstellation.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #162 

Home Office tel: +44 7954 154 969 
Synopsis: England, 1988 – Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government are about to pass a law stigmatizing gays and 
lesbians, forcing Jean, a gym teacher, to live a double life. As pressure mounts from all sides, the arrival of a new girl at school catalyses 
a crisis that will challenge Jean to her core. 

 

A Bunch Of Amateurs       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Kim Hopkins 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMetFilm Sales 
Jenny Bohnhoff 

jenny@metfilm.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8280 9117 
Synopsis: Growing old amid flickering memories and teetering on the brink of survival, BRADFORD MOVIE MAKERS pulls out 
all the stops to save their Club from its final reckoning in this quietly hilarious, profoundly moving portrait of shared artistic folly that 
speaks to the delusional dreamer in us all. 

 

The Bystanders       
Cast: Scott Haran, Seann Walsh, Marek Larwood, Frank Harper, 

Emily Wyatt, Lucy Pinder 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Gabriel Foster Prior 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Alan Byron 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558 160 

Synopsis: ‘The Bystanders’ are chosen to be guardian angels who watch over their chosen human subject and intervene in (or 
interfere with) their lives. Not every Bystander likes their job or subject though! 
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Cerebrum       
Cast: Tobi King Bakare, Steve Oram 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Sébastian Blanc 
Status:  Completed 

TSignature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #117 

Home Office tel: +1 213 785 7579 
Synopsis: William, a young and insecure man, wakes up from a coma to find his controlling father, Richard, watching over 
him, while his beloved mother, Amelia, is nowhere to be seen. As he returns home, he sets on a mission to see and talk to Amelia, but 
she seems to be constantly avoiding him. As he tries to find out the truth about what happened to his mother, the real consequences 
of his past actions start to unravel, soon revealing a horrifying and dark truth – forcing William to take one of the most difficult 
decisions of his life. 

 

Choose Or Die       
Cast: Iola Evans, Asa Butterfield, Eddie Marsan 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Toby Meakins 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAnton 
Valentin Gobin 

info@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: Marriott #001 

Home Office tel: +49 1 5254 525 769 
Synopsis: In pursuit of an unclaimed $125,000 prize, a broke college dropout (Iola Evans) decides to play an obscure, 1980s 
survival computer game. But the game curses her, and she’s faced with dangerous choices and reality-warping challenges. After a 
series of unexpectedly terrifying moments, she realizes she’s no longer playing for the money, but for her life. The game locks her into 
an inescapable cycle of mind-bending horror. Stopping is not an option. It’s play or die! 

 

Christmas In The Caribbean       
Cast: Elizabeth Hurley, Caroline Quentin, Nathalie Cox, Edoardo 

Costa, Hadar Cats, Julie Brown, Rafael Martinez 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Philippe Martinez 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 

Synopsis: Hopeless romantic Rachel’s wedding dreams poof into the crisp, late-December air when she catches her groom 
high-tailing it out of the church minutes before they say “I do.” His fumbling excuses earn him a strong right hook to the chin, with 
Rachel left in a puddle of tears and bridal taffeta. Her two bridesmaids, Amanda and Rebecca, drunkenly decide not to let her perfectly 
good Christmas in the Caribbean honeymoon go to waste. The ladies jet off to the islands, ready to relax and recuperate in the sun and 
sea. Their very first evening meal brings handsome restaurateur and widower Allesandro to their table, and sparks begin to fly between 
him and Rachel. Her friends try to get them together while his daughter tries to keep them apart. The couple explore the island 
together and begin to fall in love, sailing, dining and exploring Caribbean culture. Christmas is coming and Rachel has to decide if she 
follows her heart and joins the family she has always wanted or heads home to England. Will she open her heart to the spirit of 
Christmas? 

 

Cold Cross       
Cast: Jacob Stieneker, Bobby Christman, Michaela Semak 
Genre: Western 
Director:  Dylan Query 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Alan Byron 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558 160 
Synopsis: Cold Cross follows young outlaw William McCarthy, who viciously hunts down those who betrayed him and his 
family. Unbeknownst to him, he too is hunted for previous transgressions. All too late, he learns a terrible truth; an eye for an eye will 
make the world go blind 

 

Damaged       
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Howard J Ford 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Animation 
Harry Alderson 

general@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #634 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 
Synopsis: A family of four head off in a borrowed motorhome to spend some time together following the Dad's recent 
discharge from the armed forces.  When they stop for some gas they attract the attention of an intimidating group of bikers - the 
leader of which takes a particular shine to the teenage daughter. 
The gang decide to prey on the family and force them off the road, causing them to crash down a hill, somersaulting over & over before 
landing on their roof perilously close to the edge of a quarry. Battered, bruised and disorientated, they're now hidden out of sight to all 
but the gang who descend upon them like a flock of vultures.  There's nothing left for the family to do but barricade themselves in the 
vehicle and arm themselves with whatever makeshift weapons they can find.  They're not going to give up without a fight. 
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Dance First       
Cast: Gabriel Byrne, Aidan Gillen, Olivia Williams, Fionn O’Shea, 

Sandrine Bonnaire, Grainne Good 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  James Marsh 
Status:  Post-Production 

TFilm Constellation 
Léo Teste 

sales@filmconstellation.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #162 

Home Office tel: +44 7954 154 969 

Synopsis: Parisian bon vivant, WWII Resistance fighter, Nobel Prize-winning playwright and self-proclaimed recluse; literary 
genius Samuel Beckett lived a life of many parts. Revisiting the main characters of his life, DANCE FIRST takes us on a rich and intimate 
journey of Paris through the decades. 

 

Dark Game       
Cast: Ed Westwick 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Howard J Ford 
Status:  Post-Production 

TGFM Animation 
Harry Alderson 

general@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #634 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 
Synopsis: Six innocent victems have been kidnapped and held captive, forced to play out a deadly reality game show on the 
dark web for the entertainment of the criminal underworld who gamble on results. 

 

Dead Shot       
Cast: Felicity Jones, Colin Morgan, Aml Ameen, Mark Strong 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  The Guard Brothers 
Status:  Completed 

TRocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt #642 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 
Synopsis: After a border ambush goes wrong, an Irish paramilitary, Michael, witnesses the shooting of his pregnant wife at the 
hands of an SAS sergeant Tempest. When Tempest is sent back to London to lead a covert counter-terrorist operation, Michael joins a 
ruthless active service unit (ASU) wreaking havoc in the capitol. For Michael, the mission is personal – to hunt down Tempest – and he’ll 
stop at nothing to avenge his wife's death. 

 

Despite The Falling Snow       
Cast: Rebecca Ferguson, Charles Dance, Sam Reid, Antje Traue, 

Oliver Jackson-Cohen 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Shamim Sarif 
Status:  Completed 

TAPL Film 
Brian Sweet 

brian@aplfilm.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #153 

Home Office tel: +1 604 628 4444 

Synopsis: In Cold War Moscow, a female spy steals secrets from an idealistic politician - and falls in love with him. 
 

Dr Jekyll       
Cast: Eddie Izzard, Robyn Cara, Scott Chambers, Simon Callow, 

Lindsay Duncan 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Joe Stephenson 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMetro International Entertainment 
Michael Yates 

michael.yates@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #545/547 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: Dr. Nina Jekyll pushed the glass ceiling of the pharmaceutical industry to its limits, rubbing shoulders with the elite, 
becoming a household name and making herself a fortune. But her success came at a cost, and after scandal forced her out of the 
spotlight she now lives in seclusion with her demons. 
In need of an assistant, Jekyll hires ex-con Rob, straight out of rehab and trying to get back on his feet. It soon becomes clear that there 
are evil forces at play and Rob’s wits are tested in a game of cat and mouse with the Devil in all its forms. 

 

The Drowning Of Arthur Braxton       
Cast: James Tarpey, Rebecca Hanssen, Johnny Vegas, Sophie 

Wright, Keith Rice, Ben Hawkey, Malcolm Freeman 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Luke Cutforth 
Status:  Completed 

T7&7 Producers Sales Service 
Maura Ford 

info@7and7.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #C4 

Home Office tel: +44 7814 681 335 

Synopsis: Seeking to escape his alcoholic-depressive father and the constant humiliation and bullying at school, Arthur 
Braxton finds peace and first love in a deserted Edwardian bath house inhabited by a beautiful water nymph, Delphina. Unbeknown to 
Arthur, Silver the pool's depraved custodian keeps its enchanted waters alive with the ritual sacrifice of children and Arthur is set to be 
his next victim. Arthur Braxton must dig deep to overcome his fears to challenge Silver; the only way to end this cycle of killings, free 
Delphina, and save himself from his own personal demons. 
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The End We Start From       
Cast: Jodie Comer 
Genre: Female director 
Director:  Mahalia Belo 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAnton 
Valentin Gobin 

info@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: Marriott #001 

Home Office tel: +49 1 5254 525 769 
Synopsis: A woman with a new-born baby must travel to safety after England is hit with apocalyptic floods, causing 
devastation and war throughout the country. 

 

Enys Men       
Cast: Mary Woodvine, Edward Rowe 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Mark Jenkin 
Status:  Completed 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Lina Marrone 

lina@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Marriott #1033 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: Shot on 16mm, this Cornish folk horror film unfolds on an uninhabited island in the Celtic Sea where a wildlife 
volunteer’s daily observations of a rare flower takes a dark turn into the strange and metaphysical. 

 

Eric Ravilious: Drawn To War       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Margy Kinmonth 
Status:  Completed 

TMetFilm Sales 
Jenny Bohnhoff 

jenny@metfilm.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8280 9117 
Synopsis: Eric Ravilious is the first British war artist to die in the Second World War. His life is as compelling and enigmatic as 
his art. Set against the dramatic wartime locations that inspire him, Margy Kinmonth’s film brings to life this brilliant but still grossly 
undervalued British artist. Caught in the crossfire of war 80 years ago, Ravilious’s legacy largely sank without trace, until now… 

 

Everest       
Cast: Ewan McGregor, Sam Heughan, Mark Strong 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Doug Liman 
Status:  Pre-Production 

THanWay Films 
Agathe Valentin 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #25 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 
Synopsis: 1921. Everest remains the very last great unconquered challenge on earth. Many have lost their sanity - and often 
their lives - in attempting to reach its fabled summit. George Mallory (McGregor) is picked by the arrogant Arthur Hinks (Strong) of the 
Royal Geographic Society to scale the impossible. Following the First World War, the fading British empire is desperate for a restorative 
victory, but for Mallory and his rival, the eccentric Aussie George Finch (Heughan), the challenge of Everest has nothing to do with 
patriotism, instead it is a singular test of self. 
Climbing without oxygen, to heights not even planes can reach, Mallory‘s successive attempts to make the summit sees a challenge 
become an all-consuming obsession. It leads him to abandon his beloved wife and three children for months on end, give up his job, 
and push his body to the limits of human endurance. Everest becomes a very real monster for Mallory. His 45 degree climb to the peak 
is an inhuman mix of vertigo and nerve-shredding tension, requiring all of his fearlessness and audacity. It takes everything from him 
for reasons he can barely articulate: because it’s grander than him, it’s the last empty part of the map, and as he simply puts it - 
‘because it’s there’. 

 

Fado!       
Cast: Emily Watson, Richard E.Grant 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Jason Wingard 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Lina Marrone 

lina@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Marriott #1033 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: Choir singer Linda (Emily Watson) and concert pianist Jim (Richard E. Grant) are about to celebrate their 30th 
wedding anniversary with a romantic trip to Lisbon. But the night before they travel, Linda discovers a monumental secret that will 
shake the very foundations of their marriage. 
Determined not to let this revelation ruin the trip of her dreams, Linda takes the plane tickets and flies to Lisbon without him. Alone in 
this beautiful city, Linda falls madly in love... with the profoundly moving Portuguese music called Fado - a sensuous new relationship 
that will allow her to rediscover the joy and passion within herself. 
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Fear The Invisible Man       
Cast: David Heyman 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Paul Dudbridge 
Status:  Completed 

T101 Films International 
Eoghan Burke 

eoghan@101-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott #118 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7517 7525 
Synopsis: A young British widow shelters an old medical school colleague, a man who has somehow turned himself invisible. 
As his isolation grows and his sanity frays, he schemes to create a reign of wanton murder and terror across the city - and she's the only 
one who knows that he even exists. 

 

Femme       
Cast: George Mackay, Nathan Stewart-Jarrett 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Sam H. Freeman 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAnton 
Valentin Gobin 

info@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: Marriott #001 

Home Office tel: +49 1 5254 525 769 
Synopsis: Jules’s life and career as a drag queen is destroyed in a humiliating homophobic attack. When he re-encounters one 
of his attackers, the deeply-closeted Preston, in a gay sauna, he is presented with a chance to exact revenge. Unrecognisable in his boy 
form, Jules 
insinuates himself into Preston’s life, but in so doing discovers power in a new kind of drag.... 

 

The Flight Of Bryan       
Cast: Bryan Allen, Jordan Rezo, Paul MacCready, Steven O’Neill, 

Sam Duran, Jose Palma 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  James Erskine 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #159 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Genre-busting tale of how unemployed amateur cyclist BRYAN ALLEN, and heavily in debt father of three, PAUL 
MACCREADY, together with a rag-tag team of 
neuro-diverse outliers, set out on a death-defying 
and madcap quest to untangle the mystery of 
human powered flight and in doing so win the 
most coveted prize in aviation. Built from a remarkable trove of recently discovered 16mm footage along with an arsenal of innovative 
techniques, this uplifting story of ingenuity, courage and determination, challenges us to question the assumptions we make about 
about society’s outliers and reminds us of how the stories we tell can help us to understand and perhaps change the world. 

 

Four Quartets       
Cast: Ralph Fiennes 
Genre: Art - Culture 
Director:  Sophie Fiennes 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott #240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Synopsis: Ralph Fiennes’ exquisite performance of T.S. Eliot's poetic masterpiece is translated from stage to screen by director 
Sophie Fiennes. Early in the Covid pandemic, Ralph Fiennes set himself the challenge of committing FOUR QUARTETS to memory. 
Written by Eliot in the shadow of the Second World War, the poem is a searching examination of who - and what - we are. The 
questions, imagery and emotions it produces bear powerful relevance to our time, to now. 

 

A Gaza Weekend       
Cast: Stephen Mangan, Adam Bakri, Mouna Hawa 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Basil Khalil 
Status:  Completed 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Lina Marrone 

lina@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Marriott #1033 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: A bumbling Englishman and an uptight Israeli are desperate to get into the Gaza strip — “the safest place in the 
world” — when a virus breaks out, in this hilariously irreverent satire from British-Palestinian writer-director Basil Khalil. 

 

Ghost Writer       
Cast: Luke Mably, Andrea Deck, Laura Ashcroft 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Paul Wilkins 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Kevin Law 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679 
Synopsis: A struggling author plagiarises his deceased father's undiscovered last novel, unleashing the demons of his dad's 
past that he must overcome or be haunted by for the rest of his life. 
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Girl From The North Country       
Cast: Chloe Bailey, Woody Harrelson, Tosin Cole, Olivia Colman 
Genre: Musical 
Director:  Conor McPherson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TRocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt #642 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 
Synopsis: In what the New York Times declared “profoundly beautiful”, and the Chicago Tribune called "a Broadway 
revelation!," GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY re imagines legendary Bob Dylan songs, including: "Forever Young,", "Hurricane," "Slow 
Train Coming," “Make You Feel My Love” and "Like A Rolling Stone." Based in 1934 in Duluth, Minnesota during the Great Depression, a 
group of wayward travellersʼ lives intersect in a guesthouse filled with music, life and hope. Things are spiralling out of control for 
proprietor NICK LAINE. His wife ELIZABETH is suffering from dementia. The bank is foreclosing on their home. Their adopted daughter, 
MARIANNE, has a closely guarded secret that no-one can explain. But when an escaped convict JOE SCOTT seeks shelter at the 
guesthouse, a relationship develops between MARIANNE and JOE that will change everything for everyone forever. A love story set in a 
time of adversity; GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY speaks to our world now just as Bob Dylanʼs timeless songs give voice to the 
eternal struggle of the human spirit for every age. 

 

God's Petting You       
Cast: Alice Lowe, George Webster, Joe Wilkinson, Skye Lourie 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Jamie Patterson 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Alan Byron 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558 160 
Synopsis: A dark, comic drama set in Brighton's underworld. Cheeky young, drug addict, Charlie, teams up with 'Tattoo Girl', a 
ravishing sex addict during a self-help group, and plan a drugs money heist that is guaranteed to fail. Or is it? 

 

Golda       
Cast: Helen Mirren 
Genre: Biography 
Director:  Guy Nattiv 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TEmbankment Films 
Paulina Taher 

info@embankmentfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott #104 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7183 4739 
Synopsis: On October 6th, 1973, under cover of darkness, on Israel’s holiest day and during the month of Ramadan, the 
combined forces of Egypt, Syria, and Jordan begin a surprise attack on the Sinai Peninsula and the Golan Heights. 
Outnumbered and outgunned, Israel’s only female Prime Minister, Golda Meir, confronts the immediate, clear, and present danger of a 
ticking timebomb that she hoped never to face. 
Surrounded, isolated, and frustrated by the infighting of her all-male cabinet, with little hope of rescue, one woman is in a race against 
time to save millions of lives on both sides of the conflict. 
Academy Award® winner Helen Mirren stars as Golda Meir. 
Produced by BAFTA winner Michael Kuhn (Florence Foster Jenkins, The Duchess), GOLDA will be directed by Academy Award® winner 
Guy Nattiv. 
The screenplay by Nicholas Martin (Florence Foster Jenkins), who also produces, tells the story of the intensely dramatic and high-stake 
responsibilities and decisions that Meir – also known as the “Iron Lady of Israel” – faced during the Yom Kippur War. 

 

Graphic Designs       
Cast: David Wayman, Sian Altman, May Kelly, Valis Volkova 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Andy Edwards 
Status:  Completed 

TAPL Film 
Brian Sweet 

brian@aplfilm.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #153 

Home Office tel: +1 604 628 4444 
Synopsis: When reclusive Franklin cheats on his partner with a mysterious girl he meets on a dating app, it's the catalyst for 
an all-consuming obsession. After their encounter, she seemingly vanishes from the face of the planet, but an ever-more desperate 
Franklin is determined to track her down. He enlists the help of his best friend, Brandon, but he too has a secret - he’s involved in a 
passionate affair with Franklin's girlfriend Candida.  
When Candida discovers Franklin's infidelity, she also sets out to find this missing girl, but instead finds herself, in a seedy underworld 
of online sex-work and sadomasochism. As Franklin's obsession grows, and secrets are revealed, events lead to a terrifying and deadly 
climax. An erotic thriller for the online generation, Graphic Designs takes you to a dark underworld where technology and sex collide.  
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A Greyhound Of A Girl       
Cast: Brendan Gleeson, Sharon Horgan, Rosaleen Linehan 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Enzo D'Alò 
Status:  Completed 

TGFM Animation 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmanimation.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #634 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 
Synopsis: Ten year old Mary O'Hara is devastated when her grandmother, Emer, is admitted to hospital. She visits her 
regularly and it is after one such visit that she meets Tansey, a new neighbour. Tansey is friendly & talkative and Mary is enthralled, 
especially when she says she has an urgent message for Mary's granny... 
When Mary's mother hears that her daughter has made a new friend she is curious to meet this young woman who has the same 
distinctive name as her own grandmother. Slowly, pieces of the jigsaw fit together and they realise with shock that Tansey is in fact...a 
(very friendly) ghost! 
Brought together in the most surreal of situations, Mary and her mother, along with Tansey, head to the hospital to collect Emer. From 
there, four generations of women head off on one last glorious, spectacular road trip together. Conversation flows as they take a trip 
down memory lane, preparing themselves for final goodbyes but warm in the knowledge that life is most definitely amazing, quite 
often truly mysterious and - if you're lucky - full of love. 

 

Hamlet Within       
Cast: Ian McKellen, John Shrapnel, Lex Shrapnel , Ben Turner 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ken McMullen 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Alan Byron 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558 160 
Synopsis: Hamlet Within is a radical cinematic investigation into the myth of Hamlet, its origins and its enduring appeal across 
cultures and systems of beliefs. Drawing on postmodernist movements in Art, History, Philosophy, and Psychoanalysis, the work asks 
the question: “why Hamlet” and more appropriately 

 

The Haunting Of The Lady-Jane       
Cast: Helene Udy, Natasha Linton, Bryony Harvey, Sean Botha, Tom 

Lee Rutter 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Kemal Yildrim 
Status:  Completed 

TEuroObscura 
Marco Magni 

info@euroobscura.com 
Home Office tel: +1 818 468 9796 

Synopsis: The peaceful waterways of the English countryside are plagued by legends of 'RÀN'; a water spirit who collects the 
bodies of sinful people along the river. After a disturbing incident left Lily emotionally scarred and estranged from her parents she 
decides to begin her life again. Now a socially aware writer on female empowerment, she decides to tour the country with Zara, whose 
journey of self-identity has led her to fully explore life. Lily met Zara through her blog, they decided to become travel companions. They 
see a chance to travel on a barge the 'Lady-Jane' on the English canals. Accepting an offer of a free passage up the British canals, Lily 
and Zara find themselves isolated with Willard, a religiously obsessed hulking man whose past is murkier than the canal waters. The 
threesome's journey upriver becomes increasingly bizarre and dangerous as Willard's fascination with canal ghosts surfaces, and the 
spirit known as 'RÀN' torments them on their journey. 

 

Heart Of Darkness       
Cast: Michael Sheen, Matthew Rhys, Andrew Scott, Bill Nighy, 

Camille Cottin, James Norton, Julie Walters 
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Gerald Conn 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TCelsius Entertainment 
Amy George 

in@celsiusentertainment.com 
Market Office: Marriott #114 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7193 1801 

Synopsis: Marlow, an introspective sailor, travels to Brussels to receive a letter of introduction from an influential aunt and 
meets the fiancée of the enigmatic Kurtz. Taking a job as a riverboat captain for a company trading in ivory in the Congo, Marlow 
arrives at the Outer Station experiencing its brutality at first hand. After a gruelling inland trek he arrives at the Central Station and 
finds that his steamship has been sunk. Following repairs he sets out on the voyage with the manager upriver to rescue Kurtz, who is 
rumoured to be ill. Their ship is attacked by a band of natives, killing Marlow’s friend the African engineer. Arriving at Kurtz’s Inner 
Station a crazed Harlequin figure describes how Kurtz has established himself as a god. They stretcher Kurtz on board and, after 
Marlow finds him crawling toward the native’s camp, he convinces him to return to the ship and they set off downriver. Kurtz entrusts 
Marlow with personal documents before he dies. On his return to Europe Marlow visits Kurtz’s fiancée who lavishes praise on him. 
Marlow withholds the truth from her and, racked with fever, walks the streets of Brussels forever changed by his journey to Africa. 
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Hitmen       
Cast: Eric Roberts, Adam Deacon, Georges St-Pierre 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Savvas D. Michael 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton # 834 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Synopsis: Academy Award-nominee Eric Roberts, BAFTA-winner Adam Deacon and legendary UFC champion Georges St-
Pierre star in this action-thriller, from the Director of The Bezonians and Original Gangster.  
  
After accidentally killing the grandson of a powerful CEO, a couple are forced to fight or flee for their lives when the vengeful 
businessman enlists the help of a mob boss to take them down. With a $1 million bounty placed on their heads, a ruthless game of cat 
and mouse begins as they attract the attention of the world's deadliest assassins, who will stop at nothing to claim their prize. 

 

Hollow       
Cast: Pat Garrett, Ellie Jeffreys , Pete Bird, Ben Manning, Mike 

Coombes, Pablo Raybould, Ayvianna Snow 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Jonathan Zaurin 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Matteo Rolleri 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #104 

Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: A woman with early signs of Alzheimers begins to have lucid dreams and nightmares that a living Punch puppet has 
moved in with her and her family. As her loss of reality and symptoms worsen, she uncovers something sinister is observing her every 
move and preparing a darkness that leads her into a frenzied and terrifying confrontation. 

 

Homebound       
Cast: Aisling Loftus, Tom Goodman-Hill 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Sebastian Godwin 
Status:  Completed 

TBlue Finch Film Releasing 
Mike Chapman 

info@bluefinchfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7289 1900 
Synopsis: A twisted psychological thriller, Homebound follows Holly (Aisling Loftus), a young woman who travels with her new 
husband (Tom Goodman-Hill) to meet his estranged family, only to find his ex-wife is missing and the children behaving in strange 
ways. 

 

Hounded       
Cast: Samantha Bond, James Lance, James Faulkner, Nick Moran, 

Malachi Pullar-Latchman, Hannah Traylen, Nobuse Jnr, Larry 
Lamb 

Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tommy Boulding 
Status:  Completed 

TSignature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #117 

Home Office tel: +1 213 785 7579 

Synopsis: A lavish manor house was supposed to be just another job for Chaz and his crew of South London thieves. But they 
unknowingly walk into a trap to be used as pawns for the owners’ sinister aims. The crew are prey for a deadly hunting game over the 
estate, fleeing across abandoned farms, deep woodland and rivers in an attempt to survive. Both sides will be pushed to their limits in a 
no-holds-barred fight for survival as the idyllic British countryside becomes a battleground for a class war made flesh. 

 

Humbugged!       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Todd Edwards 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Animation 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmanimation.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #634 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 
Synopsis: 843 - Marley is a glum ghost with a serious chip on his shoulder. For seven years he's been fuelled by bitterness 
towards his former business partner Scrooge.Destined to stay this way forevermore, his afterlife takes an unexpected turn when a 
tough-love angel offers him an off-the-record opportunity to earn his angel wings. It's a simple task she says... Simply scare Scrooge 
into being a better man. 
Marley reluctantly agrees. He knows he's a lousy haunter and is about to quit when a Sherlock Holmes looking spirit and professional 
haunter named Smith mysteriously appears. Smith offers to team up and together they assemble an oddball crew of misfits to work on 
planning the perfect heist. Indeed, it may very well be the haunting of a lifetime. 
A fun, laugh-out-loud comedy adventure for the whole family that can play to audiences from October through to the New Year. 
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Inside       
Cast: Willem Dafoe 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Vasilis Katsoupis 
Status:  Completed 

TBankside Films 
Krisztina Laszlo 

films@bankside-films.com 
Market Office: Marriott #102 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085 
Synopsis: Nemo, a high-end art thief, is trapped in a New York penthouse after his heist doesn't go as planned. Locked inside 
with nothing but priceless works of art, he must use all his cunning and invention to survive. 

 

Jackdaw       
Cast: Oliver Jackson-Cohen, Jenna Coleman, Thomas Turgoose 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Jamies Childs 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAnton 
Valentin Gobin 

info@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: Marriott #001 

Home Office tel: +49 1 5254 525 769 
Synopsis: Jack is a former motocross champion and army veteran, now caring for his younger brother. Broke, he agrees to do 
an open water pick up of a mysterious illegal package in the North Sea. A resulting double cross and his brother’s disappearance set 
Jack and his old racing bike on a violent nocturnal odyssey through England’s northern rust belt. 

 

The John Galliano Project       
Cast: John Galliano, Anna Wintour, Sydney Toledano, Grace 

Coddington, Naomi Campbell, Kate Moss, Amber Valletta, 
Linda Evangelista, Penelope Cruz, Charlize Theron, Rihanna 

Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Kevin Macdonald 
Status:  Post-Production 

TNew Europe Film Sales 
Jan Naszewski 

office@neweuropefilmsales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #165 

Home Office tel: +48 600 173 205 

Synopsis: Built as an investigation, Kevin MacDonald’s film is depicting Galliano’s work, the multiple facets of his character 
and the ultimate steps that led him to pronouncing antisemitic insults. Through interviews of his closest friends and family as well as 
some of the most influential celebrities of the fashion and pop world, and of John Galliano himself, Kevin MacDonald portrays the man 
behind the fashion genius and his journey for redemption. 

 

King's Gambit       
Cast: Magnus Carlsen, Varuzhan Akobian, Fabiano Caruana, Daniel 

King, Derek Redmond 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Alan Byron 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Alan Byron 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558 160 

Synopsis: Champions in all sports are aiming to discover that small edge that separates winners from the field. Mental 
strength and inner psychology is what make champions stand out from the competitors. ‘King's Gambit’ is a new feature documentary 
that unlocks what athletes, racers and golfers can learn from the one sporting contest where mental strength is paramount: elite 
professional chess. 

 

The Last Breath       
Cast: Julian Sands, Alexander Arnold, Jack Parr, Kim Spearman 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Joachim Heden 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMetro International Entertainment 
Michael Yates 

michael.yates@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #545/547 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 
Synopsis: A group of old college friends reunite on a Caribbean scuba diving trip exploring the wreckage of a WWII battleship 
and find themselves trapped inside the underwater labyrinth of rusted metal surrounded by great white sharks. 

 

Late In Summer       
Cast: Emily Watson, Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Talitha Stevenson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMetro International Entertainment 
Michael Yates 

michael.yates@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #545/547 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 
Synopsis: As World War Two draws to a close, a brief encounter leads to a love affair that ignites a dormant passion in a 
lonely farmer’s wife and an American GI. With the world around them conspiring against their relationship, it’s not long before the 
realities of their existence force them to make the hardest decision. 
  
LATE IN SUMMER is a luscious romantic drama about the thrill of first love in mid-life, sexual liberation and spiritual connection in the 
face of oppression and social conventions; a sumptuous portrait of the intimate beauty of love and vulnerability in the hot Cornish 
summer of 1946. 
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Latent Image       
Cast: Joshua Tonks, Jay Clift, William Tippery 
Genre: Erotic 
Director:  Alexander McGregor Birrell 
Status:  Completed 

T7&7 Producers Sales Service 
Maura Ford 

info@7and7.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #C4 

Home Office tel: +44 7814 681 335 
Synopsis: Thriller writer Ben, struggling for inspiration, retreats to an isolated rural cabin to start on his latest novel and to 
escape the growing tension with his boyfriend Jamie. Working late into the night, he wakes to find a wounded man in the cabin, 
claiming to be a hunter whose car had broken down nearby. Intrigued and attracted to the mysterious and handsome intruder Ben 
decides to secretly use him as inspiration as the antagonist for his new book: a savage murder believed to have taken place in the very 
cabin he has rented. As the man begins to help him enact increasingly dangerous and detailed scenarios for the story’s captive 
protagonist, Ben becomes aroused by the prospects, but finds himself rebuffed by a homophobic slur. Searching the man’s car, he 
uncovers stolen property belonging to several other young men hinting he may be a serial killer, a perfect twist for Ben’s novel. 
Discovering his own car sabotaged, and unable to escape, Ben enters a lethal game of cat and mouse. But it’s only when the fate of 
Ben’s boyfriend Jamie is revealed that Ben’s dark, erotic, fantasy becomes a stark, inescapable, reality. 

 

Laurent Garnier: Off The Record       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Gabin Rivoire 
Status:  Completed 

TAnton 
Valentin Gobin 

info@antoncorp.com 
Market Office: Marriott #001 

Home Office tel: +49 1 5254 525 769 
Synopsis: This inspiring, generational music documentary explores the birth and rise of techno music through the eyes of one 
of its pioneers: acclaimed French DJ Laurent Garnier. Through never-before-seen archive images and footage of Laurent’s recent world 
tour, you will experience a remarkably intimate portrait of a passionate trailblazer who followed his passion against all odds and 
eventually helped make a musical, social and political revolution happen. It is also a celebration of the ineffable collective music 
experience, much missed in these times of self-isolation. 

 

Layla       
Cast: Bilal Hasna, Louis Greatorex 
Genre: LGBT 
Director:  Amrou Al-Kadhi 
Status:  Post-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch 

mail@independent-ent.com 
Market Office: Marriott #260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Synopsis: Layla is a struggling British-Palestinian drag performer whose confident façade hides a desperate desire for love. 
When their performance at a belittling corporate Pride event turns into a transgressive takedown, they are surprised to win the 
affection of Max, a charming, successful white gay man. 

 

Lee       
Cast: Kate Winslet, Marion Cotillard, Josh O'Connor, Andy Samberg, 

Andrea Riseborough 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ellen Kuras 
Status:  Post-Production 

TRocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt #642 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 

Synopsis: The project follows Lee Miller as she travels to the frontlines of World War II as a photojournalist and embarks on a 
mission to expose the hidden truths of the Third Reich. But in the aftermath of betrayal, she comes to a reckoning about the truths of 
her own past. 

 

Little Bone Lodge       
Cast: Joely Richardson, Sadie Soverall, Neil Linpow, Harry Cadby 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Matthias Hoene 
Status:  Completed 

TSC Films International 
Simon Crowe 

info@scfilmsinternational.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 7764 942 149 
Synopsis: LITTLE BONE LODGE follows two criminal brothers on the run, who seek refuge in a desolate farmhouse. Taking the 
entire family captive, they find that the house holds terrible and dark secrets of its own. Joely Richardson plays the fearsome family 
matriarch. 
The British horror / thriller marks a reunion for SC Films with producers Tea Shop Films (COCKNEYS VS ZOMBIES, I AM SOLDIER, TOWER 
BLOCK) and director Matthias Hoene who previously partnered on the cult festival hit COCKNEYS VS ZOMBIES. 
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Living       
Cast: Bill Nighy, Aimee Lou Wood, Alex Sharp, Tom Burke 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Oliver Hermanus 
Status:  Completed 

TRocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt #642 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 
Synopsis: In London 1952, Williams, a veteran civil servant, has become a small cog in the bureaucracy of rebuilding post-
WWII England. As endless paperwork piles up on his desk, he learns he has a fatal illness. Thus begins his quest to find some meaning to 
his life before it slips away. He first attempts, with limited success, to throw himself into debauchery during a wild night in Brighton in 
the company of a bohemian writer he befriends there. Arriving back in London, he ignores family and work responsibilities for days on 
end. But soon he becomes intrigued by Margaret, a young co-worker in his office, who appears to exemplify exactly what life and living 
is. As their friendship grows, she shows him how to harness his years of experience and dedication into a final supreme effort to push 
through, against all odds, a modest, much-delayed project for children in a poor district of London. This last generous act rewards 
Williams with a revelatory understanding of the joys and meaning of living. 

 

The Lockdown Hauntings       
Cast: Tony Todd (Platoon, The Rock, Final Destination Franchise) 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Ford Howard 
Status:  Completed 

TGFM Animation 
Harry Alderson 

general@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #634 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 
Synopsis: With the streets empty, it is not just nature that takes advantage of the Covid-19 lockdown. The spirit of a notorious 
serial killer AKA ‘The Locksmith’ who recently died in prison is once again on the prowl for young women isolated and alone. 
This malevolent spirit feeds off fear & anxiety and during the pandemic, with no one allowed to leave their homes, he quickly he begins 
claiming isolated victims all over the country. 
Paranormal expert Jordan Myers takes to the internet to warn the public of a disturbing surge in paranormal & poltergeist activity. He 
joins forces with detective George Parker as she attempts to solve these mysterious murders whilst in self-isolation. With more victims 
of the Locksmith mounting up, Parker uses paranormal guidance from Myers and breaks quarantine rules to attempt to put an end to 
the killings. 
Discovering there is a sole survivor of the serial killer now receiving visitations by his ghost and a reclusive brother shamed by the 
killings, Parker must reach them and piece together what caused the Locksmith to kill in the first place before more young women from 
becoming further victims of The Lockdown Hauntings... 

 

Mad About The Boy: The Noël Coward Story       
Cast: Rupert Everett, Alan Cumming 
Genre: Art - Culture 
Director:  Barnaby Thompson 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #159 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 
Synopsis: Noel Coward was one of the most important figures of the 20th Century. He was not only a great playwright, but 
also one of the best songwriters, directors and performers. Noel Coward’s triumphs across theatre, film and music mark him out as one 
of only a handful of artists whose mastery has moulded the spirit of a nation. And yet he grew up poor, left school when he was only 
NINE and was full of contradictions - he was a sex symbol who was gay, a rebel who was also a patriot, his plays were set in glamorous 
drawing rooms while he lived in the smallest room in his mother’s boarding house. 
He was a true star, who had a style and character that personified the very idea of Englishness. And yet he ended his life in exile from 
the country he came to define. He was an extraordinary man that led an extraordinary life. 

 

Mandrake       
Cast: Deirdre Mullins, Derbhle Crotty, Jude Hill 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Lynne Davison 
Status:  Completed 

TBlue Finch Film Releasing 
Mike Chapman 

info@bluefinchfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7289 1900 
Synopsis: Mandrake follows probation officer Cathy Madden, who is given the task of rehabilitating notorious killer 'Bloody' 
Mary Laidlaw back into society after twenty years of jail. Cathy has always believed that every client deserves a shot at redemption, but 
her beliefs are firmly tested when two children disappear near Mary's farm. 

 

Maria       
Cast: Felicity Jones, Jonathan Bailey, Jason Isaacs 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Simon Amstell 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch 

mail@independent-ent.com 
Market Office: Marriott #260 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Synopsis: Maria is having a crisis. Struggling to accept her age, her boyfriend’s love and her father’s imminent death, she runs 
from reality and falls for her new stepbrother. A bold and original new comedy from comedian-turned-breakout-director, BAFTA 
nominee Simon Amstell. 
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Marmalade       
Cast: Joe Keery, Aldis Hodge, Camila Morrone 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Keir O'Donnell 
Status:  Completed 

TSignature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #117 

Home Office tel: +1 213 785 7579 
Synopsis: Marmalade centers on the recently incarcerated Baron (Keery) who strikes up a friendship with cellmate Otis 
(Hodge), a man with a well-versed history of prison breaks. As the pair hatch an escape plan together, Baron recalls the story of how he 
met Marmalade (Morrone), the love of his life, and their "Bonnie and Clyde" style scheme to rob a bank in order to care for his sick 
mother and give the couple the life they’ve always dreamed of. 

 

Martin Scorsese Presents Powell & Pressburger       
Cast: Martin Scorsese 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  David Hinton 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #159 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 
Synopsis: Directed by two-time BAFTA and Emmy winning David Hinton, this is Scorsese’s personal and moving look at two of 
British cinemas greatest filmmakers. 
Producing, writing, and directing, Powell and Pressburger created some of great classics of the British golden age including The Red 
Shoes, Black Narcissus, A Matter of Life and Death and The Life and Death of Colonel Blimp. In the words of Scorsese their films were 
“grand, poetic, wise, adventurous, headstrong, enraptured by beauty, deeply romantic, and completely uncompromising”. This film will 
be an unparalleled exploration of their genius.  
Scorsese will take the audience on a very personal journey as we hear how, from a young age he was captivated by their films, how 
they helped shape his own filmmaking and how a later friendship with Michael Powell left an indelible mark on his own life.  
Brought to life with a treasure trove of rare archival material from the personal collections of Powell, Pressburger and Scorsese, the 
story will be told using diaries, audio recordings, home movies, personal snapshots and of course the films themselves. 

 

Mask Of The Devil       
Cast: Nicoe Katherine Riddell, Kemal Yildrim, David Robert Lenik, 

Martin W. Payne, Alexander Nathan Woods 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Richard Rowntree 
Status:  Completed 

TEuroObscura 
Marco Magni 

info@euroobscura.com 
Home Office tel: +1 818 468 9796 

Synopsis: Africa, 1878 – a group of white mercenaries attempt to steal a tribal mask, unwittingly releasing an ancient evil. 
In present day England, the mask is purchased as a prop by a dysfunctional band of wannabe filmmakers. 
When a fiery young woman named Mary accepts a job with these low-rent pornographers in order to gain financial independence from 
her over-bearing parents, the ancient evil finds the perfect conduit, and unleashes unimaginable carnage on the unsuspecting cast and 
crew, who must do battle to survive. Will Mary and her new acquaintances be able to defeat the evil, and banish the curse of the Mask 
of the Devil? 

 

Medusa       
Cast: Sarah T. Cohen, Megan Purvis, Nicola Wright , Stephanie 

Lodge 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Matthew B.C 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Matteo Rolleri 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #104 

Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: After being bitten by a lethal snake, a young woman experiences changes in her senses and appearance, as she 
sheds her old self and slowly turns into a deadly weapon. 
 

 

Medusa's Venom       
Cast: Becca Hirani, May Kelly, Connor Powles, Sarah T. Cohen, Rita 

Di Tuccio, Ella Starbuck, Katiris Cooper 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Chase Martins 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Matteo Rolleri 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #104 

Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: The beast is back and her venom is deadlier than ever. When newcomer Lola is welcomed into Medusa’s circle, she 
endures a ritual to bring her closer to her new sisters, but what awaits her is more powerful and dangerous than she ever imagined. 
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Midas Man       
Cast: Jacob Fortune-Lloyd, Jay Leno, Emily Watson, Eddie Marsan, 

Matt Lucas, Omari Douglas, Lukas Gage, Charley Palmer 
Rothwell 

Genre: Biography 
Director:  Sara Sugarman 
Status:  Production 

TMister Smith Entertainment 
Emma Mason 

marketing@mistersmithent.com 
Market Office: Marriott #1015 

Home Office tel: +44 7938 485 721 

Synopsis: It’s easy to be overshadowed when the other characters in your story are named John, Paul, George and Ringo, but 
for the first time on film, MIDAS MAN invites ‘the Fifth Beatle’, Brian Epstein, to centre stage. 
When Brian Epstein set foot in the Cavern Club in November 1961 to watch The Beatles perform he saw something no one else could – 
a glimmer of gold. Sharply dressed and well-spoken, Brian was hardly the most obvious radical – but being Jewish, closeted, and having 
grown up as an outsider who had failed at pretty much everything, he was a 26-year old with something to prove, and who wanted to 
tear up the rulebook. 
MIDAS MAN is the emotional, heartfelt and often funny story of how Epstein polished four scruffy lads who were going nowhere and in 
a matter of months turned them into a global phenomenon; of his unwavering belief in his artists and his tenacity in the face of getting 
turned down by every big record label; and of the style, guile and charm that allowed him to ‘break’ America and fundamentally change 
popular culture forever. 
Starring The Queen’s Gambit breakout JACOB FORTUNE-LLOYD, and featuring music from Brian’s artists including The Beatles, Gerry 
and The Pacemakers and Cilla Black, MIDAS MAN explores the forces that drove one of the greatest outsiders of all time to walk a line 
between unprecedented success and unheralded chaos, all at a price to his personal well-being. 
Innovator. Influencer. Impresario. The man with the golden touch. 

 

A Midsummer Night's Dream       
Cast: Florence Kasumba, Robert Lindsay, Harry Jarvis, Tamzin 

Merchant, Juliet Aubrey, Murray McArthur 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sacha Bennett 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Alan Byron 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558 160 

Synopsis: Shakespeare's classic comedy: Young lovers living under an oppressive state-rule flee their home-city to change 
their lives, and end up changing the world. After all, love changes everything. 

 

A Million Days       
Cast: Simon Merrells, Kemi-Bo Jacobs, Hermione Corfield, Darrell 

D'Silva 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Mitch Jenkins 
Status:  Completed 

TSignature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #117 

Home Office tel: +1 213 785 7579 

Synopsis: The year is 2041, Anderson and his team are making their final preparations before departure. However, after 
consulting Jay - the purpose-built AI – it becomes clear someone is trying to sabotage the mission. As the night descends into chaos, the 
group’s faith in one another begins to crack, when slowly Jay’s chilling intentions are exposed. 

 

Miss Willoughby And The Haunted Bookshop       
Cast: Nathalie Cox, Kelsey Grammer 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Brad Watson 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 
Synopsis: Tragically orphaned at a young age, Elizabeth Willoughby (Nathalie Cox) inherited her impressive family estate and 
was raised by retired US Marine, Robert (Kelsey Grammer), who also runs the family business. Under his watchful guidance, her 
childhood was spent studying strategy, history and literature, all the while mastering the ancient arts of combat. Now an Ancient 
Civilization professor at University, Willoughby receives a call from family friends, Helen and Oliver Deakins, who have been 
experiencing a series of hauntings at their antique bookshop. With nobody else to turn to, and knowing Willoughby’s insatiable 
appetite for investigation, Helen asks Willoughby to get to the bottom of this paranormal mystery. 
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Morning       
Cast: Laura Dern, Noah Jupe, Benedict Cumberbatch 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Kurzel Justin 
Status:  Pre-Production 

THanWay Films 
Agathe Valentin 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #25 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 
Synopsis: Ambitious and driven Cathy (Dern) was an early advocate of a sleepless world, but as she and her son Danny (Jupe) 
pick up the pieces of their lives following the death of her husband Frank (Cumberbatch), she finds the universe she helped to build is 
starting to crumble around her, whilst memories she fought so hard to repress are bleeding into her waking life. As Danny is further 
drawn into a subversive underworld of dreamers, Cathy must confront her nightmares and fight hard not to lose her son. 

 

Mosley       
Cast: Max Mosley, Bernie Ecclestone, Jean Todt, Hugh Grant 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Michael Shevloff 
Status:  Completed 

T7&7 Producers Sales Service 
Maura Ford 

info@7and7.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #C4 

Home Office tel: +44 7814 681 335 
Synopsis: A no-holds-barred study of one of the most successful yet controversial figures in motorsport, Max Mosley. Born 
under the dark shadow of his infamous fascist father Oswald Mosley, Max has fought his entire life to make his own mark. First in the 
1970s as the owner of March, the upstart underdog Formula One race-winning team, then with friend and fellow team owner Bernie 
Ecclestone Mosley wrestled control of Formula One from the FIA leading to F1s most lucrative and popular heyday. Mosley himself 
went on to preside over the FIA striving to improve driver safety. 
Denied his political ambition due to the stigma of his father’s legacy, Mosley strove to leave a worthwhile legacy of his own taking on 
the might of car giants worldwide, shaming them into improving the safety of their motor vehicles worldwide. Despite this, Mosley 
continued to be hounded by the press, digging into his private life, leading to one of the biggest battles of all against the press barons 
set out to bury his reputation. 

 

Musketeers Of The Tsar       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Paul Brizzi 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Animation 
Yi Hu 

yi@gfmanimation.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #634 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 
Synopsis: Chases, sword-fights, perilous sea-bound voyages, adventure and jeopardy all combine in this magical story. Perfect 
for family audiences who enjoy tales such as The Chronicles of Narnia and Pirates of the Caribbean. 
Ten year old Tsar Peter's position is being challenged by his sister Sophia and her ally, an evil magician. Struggling to keep in control, 
Peter sends his trusted friend, a wise bear called General Grigori, to Versailles to meet Louis XIV in order to keep the peace. 
Grigori's daughter, Dashen'ka, has ambitions of becoming a great magician just like her late mother, much to the dismay of her father 
who fears the harm it will bring. But Dashen'ka is headstrong & determined, and refuses to listen. Disobeying him, she stows away 
alongside her father on his trip, set on discovering a lost magical relic which she believes will bring peace to the home she loves. 
Grigori has his own secret, a mission supported by Peter; he plans to find his old friends Lefort (a Swiss cat) and Gordon (a Scottish dog) 
to once again form a great musketeers guard that will defend the young king. 

 

Mute Witness       
Cast: Marina Zudina, Evan Richards, Oleg Yankovsky, Alec Guiness 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Anthony Waller 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Kevin Law 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679 
Synopsis: A mute make-up artist working on a slasher movie being shot in Moscow, is locked in the studio after hours. While 
there, she witnesses a brutal murder, and must escape capture. 

 

My Dad’S Christmas Date       
Cast: Jeremy Piven, Joely Richardson, Olivia Mai Barrett, Hadar Cats 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Mick Davis 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 
Synopsis: Two years after the death of her mum, Jules is struggling to cope. Desperate to find someone with whom she can 
talk, Jules decides to register her grieving Dad, David, to online dating without his knowledge. Sparks fly in this Christmas comedy as 
Jules comes to learn that her old dad is better than any new mum. 
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My Name Is Alfred Hitchcock       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Mark Cousins 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Cleo Veger 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: 2022 marks the hundred-year anniversary of Alfred Hitchcock’s first feature. A century on, Hitchcock remains one of 
the most influential filmmakers in the history of cinema. But how does his vast body of work and legacy hold up in today’s society?  
Mark Cousins, the award-winning filmmaker behind The Story of Film: An Odyssey, The Eyes of Orson Welles and The Story of Film: A 
New Generation, tackles this question and looks at the auteur with a new and radical approach: through the use of his own voice. As 
Hitchcock rewatches his films, we are taken on an odyssey through his vast career - his vivid silent films, the legendary films of the 
1950s and 60s and his later works - in playful and revealing ways. 

 

My Old School       
Cast: Alan Cumming, Lulu, Dawn Steele, Clare Grogan 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jono McLeod 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Cleo Veger 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: In 1993, 16-year-old Brandon Lee enrolled at Bearsden Academy, a secondary school in a well-to-do suburb of 
Glasgow, Scotland. What followed over the next two years would become the stuff of legend. Brandon had been privately tutored in 
Canada while he accompanied his mother, an opera diva, on tour before her tragic death. The preternaturally bright student surprised 
teachers by blazing toward his goal of entering medical school, displaying a wealth of knowledge beyond his years. Brandon found 
friends despite his initial awkwardness. He took bullied students under his wing, introduced classmates to seminal retro bands, and 
even starred in the school's production of South Pacific. But then his unbelievable secret was revealed. 

 

No Way Up       
Cast: Phyllis Logan, Colm Meaney, Sophie McIntosh, Will 

Attenborough, Jeremias Amoore 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Claudio Fäh 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #159 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: NO WAY UP is a high concept combination of disaster movie and survival thriller, as characters from very different 
backgrounds are thrown together when the plane they’re travelling on crashes into the Pacific Ocean. 
The stricken airliner comes to rest perilously close to the edge of a bottomless ravine with the surviving passengers and crew trapped in 
an air pocket. With their air supply rapidly running out, a nightmare fight for survival ensues as dangers from all sides hone-in on them. 

 

Noel       
Cast: Vanessa Redgrave, Ian McKellan, Asa Butterfield, Kate 

Beckinsale, Charles Dance, Stephen Fry 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Joe Stephenson 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TMetro International Entertainment 
Michael Yates 

michael.yates@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #545/547 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: NOEL captures the transition from struggling child actor to the world’s most in demand playwright with The Vortex, 
his controversial play which scandalised and thrilled critics and audiences alike. Noel’s whip smart dialogue and outrageous 
characterisation tore up the theatre rule book forever and inspired a new generation of writers. 

 

NW200 - The Real Road Race       
Cast: Glenn Irwin, Patricia Fernandez, Jeremy McWilliams, Maria 

Costello, Paul Bird, Josh Brooks 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Mark Sloper 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Alan Byron 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 1455 558 160 

Synopsis: The NW200 triangle normally takes 20 minutes to drive. On race day, riders do it in less than 5. Racing along the 
stunning north coast of Ireland, cutting through towns and reaching speeds of 200mph, battling the weather and other riders makes 
this one of the most dangerous events on the Superbike calendar. 
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Off The Rails       
Cast: Kelly Preston, Sally Phillips, Jenny Seagrove, Franco Nero, Ben 

Miller, Judi Dench 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jules Williamson 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro International Entertainment 
Michael Yates 

michael.yates@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #545/547 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: Now in their 50’s, four friends recreate an inter-rail journey across Europe, but this time 18-year-old Maddie is 
taking her mother’s place, fulfilling her dying wish. With lost passports, train strikes and romantic entanglements thrown in their way, 
they must put old feuds aside to complete the journey within five days and remind themselves that they are still at their peak. 

 

The Official Tubular Bells 50th Anniversary Tour 
Documentary       
Cast: Mike Oldfield, Richard Branson 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Julian Rodd 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton # 834 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 

Synopsis: Tubular Bells took the world by storm when it launched in 1973. Then a precocious 19 year old session musician, 
Mike Oldfield single-handedly put together the album and shared it with Virgin Records... and the rest is history. When the opening 
sequence became the theme music for the best-selling film of the decade, The Exorcist, Mike Oldfield and Tubular Bells became world 
famous almost overnight, and is still selling over 100,000 albums per year nearly 50 years on. 
In preparation for the incredible new stage show coming in 2023, this fascinating feature, filled with interview clips with Mike Oldfield, 
Richard Branson and music celebrities of the time, will portray the effect this album had on a worldwide population. Driven by the 
music first and foremost, the film combines the history of the album with raw emotion and drama, taking the viewer on a spectacular 
journey that both informs and makes them feel part of the film itself through their love of thecore music. 
The following are confirmed for delivery: 
95″ Full Live Show 
90″ Live Show and Documentary Feature 
60″ TV Documentary / DVD Special Content 

 

The Old Oak       
Cast: Dave Turner, Ebla Mari 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ken Loach 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWild Bunch International 
Silvia Simonutti 

festival@wbinter.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Park #004 

Home Office tel: +33 1 43 13 21 15 
Synopsis: THE OLD OAK is the story of a village in the Northeast of England, where the mine closed, and people feel deserted 
by the system. Many young ones have left and what was once a thriving, proud community struggles to keep old values alive. But there 
is growing anger, resentment, and a lack of hope. Houses are cheap and available. This makes it an ideal location for the Syrian 
refugees that have been accepted by Britain in recent years. How will the Syrians be received? And what will be the future for the last 
remaining pub in the village, The Old Oak? 

 

One Year Off       
Cast: Jeff Fahey, Nathalie Cox, Chad Michael Collins, Ray Fearon, 

Antonio Fargas 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Philippe Martinez 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 

Synopsis: Heartbroken Claire’s wine-fueled post-breakup pity-party in London is crashed by her old friend Ben calling from 
New York. He’s inherited his unknown father’s gorgeous beachfront house and club in the Caribbean island of Nevis, West Indies, and 
he wants her and the old crew to join him for a week while he absorbs this news. In love with the island, and thrilled to be back 
together again like the good old days, they unanimously decide to stay for year-one year off to reset their lives. Working together, they 
host gorgeous beach weddings: the first, beginner’s luck, the next a dismal failure. Suddenly, there’s trouble in paradise. Can magical 
Nevis transform them and help old wounds heal and love blossom under the sun in this heartfelt comedy? 
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The Outrun       
Cast: Saoirse Ronan 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Nora Fingscheidt 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Lina Marrone 

lina@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: Marriott #1033 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: Saoirse Ronan stars as Rona, who, fresh out of rehab, returns to the Orkney Islands; a place both wild and beautiful 
right off the Scottish coast. After more than a decade of living life on the edge in London, where she both found and lost love, Rona – 
now 30 – attempts to come to terms with her troubled past. As she reconnects with the dramatic landscape where she grew up, 
memories of her traumatic childhood merge with more recent challenging events that have set her on the path to recovery. 

 

Parquet       
Cast: Agata Kulesza, Andrzej Chyra, Evgenia Dodina 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Aleksandr Mindadze 
Status:  Completed 

TREASON8 Films 
Anna Krupnova 

info@reason8films.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 7914 621 232 
Synopsis: The creators of the legendary tango à trois reunite for an encore performance 25 years after breaking up. 
Determined to take on the night as if they had never aged they face the realities when their families arrive to join the audience. 

 

Playhouse       
Cast: Grace Courtney, James Rottger, Julie Higginson, Helen 

Mackay, Rebecca Calienda, William Holstead 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Toby Watts 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Matteo Rolleri 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #104 

Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063 

Synopsis: Notorious horror writer, moves into a castle, to develop a new play. However the castle’s dark history and 
supernatural disturbances begin to prey on his teenage daughter and she falls victim to the demonic forces lurking within the walls. 

 

Poison Arrows       
Cast: Geoff Bell, James Harkness 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Simon Sprackling 
Status:  Completed 

TCarnaby Sales & Distribution 
Evelyn Xing 

evelyn@carnabyinternational.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 4399 
Synopsis: Fifteen years ago, darts player Rocky Goldfingers was sent to jail for the murder of his protege Perry 'The Poison 
Arrow' Peters. Once again a free man, Rocky sets out to finally clear his name. 

 

Rawhead Rex       
Cast: David Dukes, Kelly Piper, Hugh O Connor 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  George Pavlou 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Kevin Law 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679 
Synopsis: An ancient creature called Rawhead is awakened from its slumber near an Irish village and goes on a rampage killing 
anyone in sight. 

 

Reawakening       
Cast: Jared Harris, Erin Doherty, Juliet Stevenson, Niamh Cusack, 

Nicholas Pinnock 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Virginia Gilbert 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott #240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 

Synopsis: Married couple John (Jared Harris) and Mary (Juliet Stevenson) have lived in an agonizing limbo of grief and guilt for 
the past ten years, since the disappearance of their only child, Clare, aged fourteen. Ten years later, she reappears on their doorstep, 
but is this young woman really who she claims to be? And if she is an imposter, what are her motives? As old tensions resurface, a 
gripping search for the truth unfolds... 
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Rise Of The Footsoldier: Vengeance       
Cast: Phil Davis, Craig Fairbrass, Geoff Bell, Jamie Foreman 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Nick Nevern 
Status:  Post-Production 

TCarnaby Sales & Distribution 
Evelyn Xing 

evelyn@carnabyinternational.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 4399 
Synopsis: The ultimate revenge action film, Rise Of The Footsoldier: Vengeance sees TATE (Craig Fairbrass) out on a rampage 
to avenge for one of his footsoldier's violent death. In order to track down the villain responsible, TATE ventures beyond his comfort 
zone of Essex and into the dark side of 90s London. He squares up against violent kingpins and negotiates his way through treacherous 
backstreets with sheer brutal force. Set to execute his revenge, TATE will stop at nothing even as the world around him starts to 
explode. 

 

The Road Dance       
Cast: Hermione Corfield, Morven Christie, Mark Gatiss, Will 

Fletcher 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Richie Adams 
Status:  Completed 

TParkland Pictures 
Andrew Brown 

andrew@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3432 1696 

Synopsis: Kirsty Mcleod, is a young woman, coming of age in a small island community in the years before WW1. She dreams 
ofthe wider world and a life away from the harsh land and strict religion of her island home. Tragedy strikes twice, once at a village 
party, and once again, when her boyfriend is sent to war. Inspired by a true story, the film offers a believable window on the rhythms 
of Hebridean island life at the turn of the twentieth century. 

 

Seagull       
Cast: Jessica Hynes, Gabrielle Sheppard, Adam Radcliffe 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Peter Blach 
Status:  Completed 

TEvolutionary Films 
John Adams 

info@evolutionaryfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340 
Synopsis: In a run down seaside town, Geoff looks after his alcoholic, wheelchair-bound partner Janet and her daughter 
Violet, and he loves taking care of his beloved 8-year-old granddaughter Lily. One day Geoff is confronted by an aggressive stranger 
wearing a mask camouflaged with bird feathers and teeth, who runs away leaving a note from Janet's other daughter Rose, who has 
returned after disappearing 8 years ago. The tension in the household intensifies when a brick smashes through a window and a 
threatening message is scrawled on the house. Rose has indeed returned with Thorn, her mentor and protector and also the stranger 
who attacked Geoff. Thorn pushes Rose towards violence and Geoff barricades the house, forbidding anyone to leave. Rose’s campaign 
of intimidation continues while Geoff’s measured life spirals out of control. Why has Rose returned and what is Geoff really scared of? 
As the seagulls settle for the night, the 8-year-long rift between Rose and Geoff is about to be settled – once and for all. 

 

The Seed       
Cast: Chelsea Edge, Lucy Martin, Sophie Vavasseur 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Sam Walker 
Status:  Completed 

TAMP 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: Marriott #117 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 6714 
Synopsis: The Seed follows three young social media influencers who head out to the California wilderness to party, and film a 
once in a lifetime meteor shower for their social media channels. What starts out as weekend away in remote luxury villa turns into a 
tale of horror, death and alien invasion. 
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Severance       
Cast: Stanley Tucci, Olga Kurylenko 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Andrew Morahan 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGFM Animation 
Harry Alderson 

general@gfmfilmsales.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #634 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300 
Synopsis: Frank McAllister lives for the CHASE, the BUZZ, the ADRENALINE RUSH of 'the job'. You could say he deals in money. 
Lots of it. But he is no bank clerk or accountant, he is a career criminal and he is about to embark on the job of his life. 
Doyle used to be the same and Frank was his mentor, but recently he has been keeping a low profile. His security business affords him 
a comfortable living and keeps the 'po po' away. But however much he thinks he has convinced himself otherwise, the itch is still there 
and when Frank calls his Right Hand Man about his final, massive heist, well, he just can't resist. 
So Doyle finds himself in a back room bar in Berlin, which Frank and the rest of the crew Graham, Nico, Matthias and new boy Gareth - 
a familiar band of brothers. Their plan? To steal a lot of money from Klaus Schroeder, an ex Stasi banker who 'looks after' 
inappropriately gained funds for villains and politicos. 
This isn't just a job for the boys. Whilst the crew set up, Katja, Madelaine and Lea, three tough, strong, independent women, fuel the 
escalating action. 
Frank's planning for the heist has been carried out with military precision. So why do they execute a brilliant underwater break in and 
then walk away, leaving the cash in the open vault? And why does Frank - usually so on the ball - not spot the double cross? This should 
be the perfect crime. Turns out though, that nothing in life is ever as perfect as it seems. 

 

She Is Love       
Cast: Haley Bennett, Sam Riley, Marisa Abela, Michael Smiley 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Jamie Adams 
Status:  Completed 

TSignature Entertainment 
Ella Field 

info@signature-entertainment.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #117 

Home Office tel: +1 213 785 7579 
Synopsis: When Patricia (Haley Bennett) arrives at a country hotel in Cornwall, she encounters her ex-husband Idris (Sam 
Riley) who manages the place with his girlfriend Louise (Marisa Abela). Things are immediately awkward, and the former couple 
reconnect over a long, messy night where they revisit the past while remaining open to new beginnings. 

 

Shepherd       
Cast: Tom Hughes, Kate Dickie, Greta Scacchi, Gaia Weiss, Jamie 

Marie Leary 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Russell Owen 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Kevin Law 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679 

Synopsis: Grief-stricken by the death of his pregnant wife, Erik Black takes a job as a shepherd on a remote island. But this 
perfect hideaway soon becomes an inescapable nightmare when a vengeful spirit forces him to confront his own sanity. 

 

The Siege       
Cast: Daniel Stisen, Yennis Cheung, Steven Blades, Samantha 

Schnitzler, Byron Gibson 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Brad Watson 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 

Synopsis: Walker, an international assassin, is compromised during a mission. His handler sends him to a Reassignment Center 
at which Walker will be processed for a new identity. During his stay at the facility, a ruthless assault team storms the compound 
searching for someone their boss has lost. Walker begrudgingly falls in with Elda, a skilled hitwoman, and Juliet, her mysterious ward, in 
order to maximize the chance to survive the night. 

 

Silver Haze       
Cast: Vicky Knight, Esme Creed-Miles 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sacha Polak 
Status:  Completed 

TNew Europe Film Sales 
Jan Naszewski 

office@neweuropefilmsales.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #165 

Home Office tel: +48 600 173 205 
Synopsis: Fifteen years after she got burnt when the pub where she slept as a child caught fire, Franky (23) seeks revenge 
because she still hasn't found any answers. 
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Sinner V. Saints       
Cast: Maisie Williams, Freddie Highmore 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Tim Kirkby 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Noémie Bécache 

office@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: Marriott #240 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Synopsis: Set in 70’s LA and London, SINNER V. SAINTS is based on the scandal that made headlines worldwide. An eccentric 
MENSA beauty queen goes to extreme lengths to stop the Mormon church from stealing away her sexual obsession: a nebbish 
Mormon missionary. Romantic fixation, abduction, sex & celebrity, make this a riotous romp wilder than fiction. 

 

Spitfire Over Berlin       
Cast: Kris Saddler, Tom Gordon, David Dobson, Vin Hawke 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Callum Burn 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton # 834 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Synopsis: August 1944. With the American eighth air force poised to strike over Nazi Germany, British intelligence learns that 
they could be flying into a deadly trap. With only hours to spare, Flight Lieutenant Edward Barnes must fly a life and death mission over 
Berlin in his unarmed solo aircraft, in a heroic bid to save the lives of more than 1,200 airmen. 
The latest Second World War pilot drama from the team behind breakout success Lancaster Skies: one of KFD’s most successful titles 
internationally and one of the UK’s most popular multi-platform titles of 2019, grossing in excess of $100,000 at the UK box office, 
selling more than 45,000 DVDs and being sold to a major terrestrial UK broadcaster. 

 

Squaring The Circle (The Story Of Hipgnosis)       
Genre: Musical 
Director:  Anton Corbijn 
Status:  Completed 

TRocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt #642 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 
Synopsis: Anton Corbijn’s feature documentary debut, Squaring the Circle (The Story of Hipgnosis), which premiered at the 
2022 Telluride Film Festival, is an entertaining tribute to the days of analog creativity and artistic risk. 
Whether you’re a fan of Pink Floyd or not, chances are you know exactly what the album covers of The Dark Side of the Moon and Wish 
You Were Here look like. But you might not be familiar with the creative duo behind those iconic images: Storm Thorgerson and Aubrey 
“Po” Powell, aka the innovative design studio Hipgnosis.  
Hipgnosis went from making covers for their mates (the likes of David Gilmour and Syd Barrett) to establishing themselves as the 
driving force behind visual identities of some of the most popular artists of the 1970s (think Led Zeppelin and Paul McCartney). Their 
methods were unconventional, their budgets often unreasonable, but they were fearless visionaries who artfully manipulated 
photographic images long before computer graphics became ubiquitous. 
Corbijn’s film is a charming, witty, beautifully crafted tale of challenging friendships, passion, and vision, full of fascinating anecdotes 
and big music personalities. 

 

Stalker       
Cast: Sophie Skelton, Stuart Brennan, Bret Hart 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Steve Johnson 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton # 834 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Synopsis: Starring Sophie Skelton (Outlander) and BAFTA winning actor Stuart Brennan. Rose Hepburn, a young horror 
actress, returns to her empty hotel. Forced to use the old freight elevator, it jolts to a halt on the twelfth floor, leaving her trapped with 
an unusual stranger. Left with no phone signal as a storm approaches, tensions escalate and suspicions rise when Rose discovers the 
identity of the mysterious man is Daniel Reed, a camera operator who is seemingly obsessed with her. 

 

Stopmotion       
Cast: Aisling Franciosi 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Robert Morgan 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWild Bunch International 
Silvia Simonutti 

festival@wbinter.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Park #004 

Home Office tel: +33 1 43 13 21 15 
Synopsis: Ella Blake is a stop-motion animator who is struggling to control her demons after the loss of her overbearing 
mother. Suddenly alone in the world, she embarks upon the creation of a macabre new puppet film, which soon becomes the 
battleground for her sanity. As Ella’s mind starts to fracture, the characters in her animated film take on a terrifying life of their own, 
and the unleashed power of her imagination threatens to destroy her. 
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The Stranger       
Cast: Joel Edgerton, Sean Harris 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Thomas M Wright 
Status:  Completed 

TRocket Science 
Patricia Arias 

pa@rocket-science.net 
Market Office: Grand Hyatt #642 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0032 
Synopsis: The Unknown Man is based on an incredible real life Australian sting operation. Two men meet on a plane and 
strike up a conversation that turns into friendship. For Henry Teague (Harris), worn down by a lifetime of physical labour and crime, this 
is a dream come true. His new friend Mark (Edgerton) becomes his saviour and ally. What Henry doesn’t know is that Mark is a 
seasoned undercover officer - working to convict Henry for the unsolved murder committed years prior. 

 

T.I.M.       
Cast: Georgina Campbell, Amara Karan, Mark Rowley 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Spencer Brown 
Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Olivier Brunskill 

info@altitudefilment.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #159 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 
Synopsis: ABI, a robotics scientist, moves to the countryside with her husband, PAUL, to make a fresh start following his affair. 
She’s been hired by Integrate to put the finishing touches to a revolutionary new product, ‘T.I.M’; a humanoid A.I. that syncs with its 
owner’s devices to anticipate their every need.  
However, Abi’s dreams of a new life are derailed when her T.I.M. becomes obsessed with her, doing whatever is necessary to take 
Paul’s place. A stalker in her own home, T.I.M. uses its access to their data and company smart home to manipulate her and fake 
evidence of a fresh affair. 
What hope does trust have against an intelligence that can access your bank account, perfectly imitate your voice, and deep-fake 
incriminating footage? How can you escape something that can remotely lock your doors or take control of your driverless car as it 
speeds down the motorway?  
As T.I.M.’s obsession deepens, it’s not just their relationship that is in danger. It’s their lives. 
 

 

The Teacher       
Cast: Saleh Bakri, Imogen Poots, Muhammad Abed Elrahman 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Farah Nabulsi 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWild Bunch International 
Silvia Simonutti 

festival@wbinter.eu 
Market Office: Gropius Park #004 

Home Office tel: +33 1 43 13 21 15 
Synopsis: After the death of his son, a Palestinian teacher struggles to reconcile his life-threatening commitment to political 
resistance with his emotional support for one of his students and the chance of a new relationship with a volunteer worker. 

 

Tell That To The Winter Sea       
Cast: Greta Bellamacina , Amber Anderson 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Jaclyn Bethany 
Status:  Post-Production 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton # 834 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 
Synopsis: Celebrating her upcoming marriage, Jo invites her childhood friend, Scarlett, on a girls’ trip to a country manor. But 
despite drifting apart as adults, unresolved feelings still linger between them whilst the rest of the group enjoys the weekend away. 
 With Jo about to embark on a new stage in her life, but struggling to let go of the past, she reflects back with Scarlett on the young girls 
they once were, and the women they are becoming. 

 

The Three Michaels       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Tom Goudsmit 
Status:  Completed 

T7&7 Producers Sales Service 
Maura Ford 

info@7and7.co.uk 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #C4 

Home Office tel: +44 7814 681 335 
Synopsis: Three Michael Jackson impersonators travel from San Francisco to Hollywood, hoping to become as successful as 
their idol. Quickly attracting attention, their hopes of achieving the American Dream seem tantalisingly close, as Malachi, Quintin and 
Chavail are accosted by paparazzi, hustle their way into agencies and meet Grammy-winning musicians. But before long, the harsh 
reality of making it in the unforgiving industry of their dreams dream of hits home; and when the King of Pop’s darker history is 
exposed in the film “Leaving Neverland”, the trio are faced with the toughest question of their lives: can the talent be separated from 
the man? 
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Timestalker       
Cast: Alice Lowe, Sam Riley, Natasia Demetriou, Jacob Anderson 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Alice Lowe 
Status:  Post-Production 

THanWay Films 
Agathe Valentin 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #25 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 
Synopsis: From the creative team behind Prevenge comes TIMESTALKER, a romantic comedy about the eternal humiliation 
that is the search for love, spanning the most romantic epochs of history right into the future. 
Timestalker follows hapless heroine Agnes (Lowe) through time as she repeatedly falls for the wrong guy, dies a grim death, gets 
reincarnated a century later, before meeting him again and starting the cycle anew. It is one story told over many periods, all with the 
messy thrills and spills that come with daring to follow your heart. Or maybe your loins... 
Agnes’ only hope in avoiding this violent fate is by finally reaching spiritual enlightenment; but how can she ever wise up when she’s 
destined to be a fool for love? Some lessons are just too hard to learn in one lifetime. 

 

Tomorrow Morning       
Cast: Joan Collins, Samantha Barks, Omid Djalili, Ramin Karimloo, 

Henry Goodman 
Genre: Musical 
Director:  Nick Winston 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton # 834 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 

Synopsis: From the Director of London West End hit Fame, Tomorrow Morning is a timeless, universal love story about the 
coupling and uncoupling of relationships. The clock ticks by as two couples prepare themselves for a monumental day ahead. When 
morning comes, twenty-somethings John and Kat will marry and embark on a new life together, whilst older couple Jack and Catherine 
prepare to sign their divorce papers. Trouble is, is anyone really sure they are doing the right thing? 
Featuring brand-new music and lyrics from the show’s original composer Laurence Mark Wythe, Tomorrow Morning will feature an all-
star cast including star of new West End production, Frozen the Musical, Samantha Barks, Ramin Karimloo (The Phantom of the Opera), 
The X Factor runner-up Fleur East, British comedian Omid Djalili, and Dame Joan Collins. 

 

Tosh       
Cast: John Toshack, Alan Curtis, Wyndham Evans, Nigel Stevenson, 

Sir Gareth Edwards 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Pete Jones 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton # 834 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 

Synopsis: Experience the unbelievable story of a man who, after leaving European champions Liverpool in 1978, took on 
struggling Swansea City and guided them on a miraculous journey from fourth, to first division, in just four years. Discover how this 
passionate player and manager galvanised a side, and a city, ultimately leading him to a hugely successful managerial career across 
Europe and latterly with the Welsh national team. 
A must-see documentary for any football fan, featuring exclusive interviews from Toshack himself, and players including Alan Curtis, 
Wyndham Evans, Nigel Stevenson, David Giles, Ian Callaghan, Leighton James, Danny Bartley, Neil Robinson, Dzemal Hadziabdic, and 
close relatives of club heroes Robbie James and John Charles. Providing emotional insights from the perspective of Swansea and 
Liverpool fans alike are club secretary Carol Fowler, writers Dave Brayley, John Burgum and Darren Chetty, photographer Martin 
Johnson, rugby legend Sir Gareth Edwards, and comedian John Bishop. 

 

Trauma Therapy: Psychosis       
Cast: Hannah New, Tom Malloy, Courtney Warner, David Josh 

Lawrence, Megan Tremethick 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Lawrie Brewster 
Status:  Completed 

TGlass House Distribution 
Robert Deege 

info@glasshousedistribution.com 
Market Office: Marriott #256 

Home Office tel: +1 818 934 1240 

Synopsis: Self-help guru Tobin Vance has been exiled to the UK, avoiding arrest from his US operations. Now, he's secretly 
running more retreats, with the help of a new assistant Elizabeth, and his acolyte John. 
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The Trouble With Jessica       
Cast: Rufus Sewell, Shirley Henderson, Alan Tudyk, Indira Varma, 

Olivia Williams 
Genre: Black comedy 
Director:  Matt Winn 
Status:  Completed 

TParkland Pictures 
Andrew Brown 

andrew@parklandpictures.com 
Market Office: Gropius Bau #38 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3432 1696 

Synopsis: SARAH and TOM are in terrible financial trouble. On the brink of losing everything, they’ve managed to find a buyer 
for their stylish London home. When their best friends RICHARD and BETH come round for a final dinner, an uninvited old friend, 
JESSICA, tags along. 
After a seemingly trivial argument, Jessica hangs herself in the garden. Tom goes to call the police when Sarah realizes if the buyer finds 
out, the sale will collapse, meaning definite financial ruin. The only solution - to convince Richard and Beth to take Jessica’s body to her 
flat and make it look like she killed herself there. If they’re clever enough about it, what could possibly go wrong? 

 

Typist Artist Pirate King       
Cast: Kelly Macdonald, Monica Dolan, Gina McKee 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Carol Morley 
Status:  Completed 

TMetro International Entertainment 
Michael Yates 

michael.yates@metro-films.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton #545/547 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 
Synopsis: From acclaimed British filmmaker, Carol Morley, “TYPIST ARTIST PIRATE KING” is a dark and funny road movie about 
the growing friendship between two women as they hit the road in an electric car looking for endings. 

 

The Undertaker       
Cast: Paul McGann, Tara Fitzgerald, Murray Melvin, Sean Guilder, 

Roger Barclay, Lily Frazer 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Michael Wright 
Status:  Post-Production 

THibiki Films 
Michael Wright 

michael@hibikifilms.com 
Home Office tel: +44 7990 592 701 

Synopsis: In a small town in Northern England sometime in the 1960’s, an undertaker is caught in a life and death moral 
dilemma, as he is coerced into disposing of the victims of a local gangster’s murderous power grab.  
 

 

Us Or Them       
Cast: Malin Akerman, Jack Donnelly 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Tom Paton 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 
Synopsis: After Jude wins a luxury holiday on a mobile game app, he takes his friends and family with him including childhood 
BFF Andy. The two are invited to meet with a mysterious woman called The Officiator, who offers them the chance to win $20 Million if 
they agree to play a simple game. Eager to get his hands on the money, Jude convinces Andy to play but inadvertently signs the duo up 
for a deadly game called “Us or Them” where failure to agree on decisions will have dire consequences to not just Jude and Andy, but 
the family they have brought along with them on the trip. 

 

Vengeance Is Mine       
Cast: Sarah-Jane Potts, Con O'Neill 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Hadi Hajaig 
Status:  Completed 

TAMP 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: Marriott #117 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 6714 
Synopsis: Harry is struggling to come to terms with the murder of his wife and daughter 5 years previously. When he 
discovers the whereabouts of the killers he awakens from his grief and, like an avenging angel resolves to never stop until they are all 
dead. 
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Warchief       
Cast: Stuart Brennan, Michael Lambourne, Andrea Vasiliou, 

Suzanne Packer, Steven Elliot 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  Stuart Brennan 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper 

daniel@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: Ritz-Carlton # 834 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3740 5711 

Synopsis: A band of guardians are tasked with protecting a messenger who must urgently deliver vital information to their 
king. On their deadly quest across an ancient land, they face incredible danger as they battle against plague-ridden outcasts, dark 
magic, and vile monsters.  
Tensions soon arise amongst the guardians, who grow suspicious about the secrets that the messenger holds. All the while, they are 
hunted relentlessly by a savage army of orcs, led by their deadliest foe yet, the bloodthirsty 'Warchief', who mercilessly carves down 
any who stand in his way. 

 

A Week In Paradise       
Cast: Malin Ackerman, Connie Nielsen, Philip Winchester, Jack 

Donnelly 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Philippe Martinez 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 

Synopsis: A Week in Paradise tells the tale of Maggie (Åkerman), a film star whose world collapses when her film director 
husband (Donnelly) is outed by the paparazzi when it’s discovered his new leading lady is pregnant with his baby. Seeking solace and 
healing Maggie escapes to her ex-pat cousin’s (Nielson) beautiful hotel in Nevis. After a week in paradise she finds herself and a new 
love (Winchester). Then the outside world comes crashing back in. 

 

York Witches Society       
Cast: Georgia Lock, Sydney Craven, Rose Quentin 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Liza Bolton 
Status:  Completed 

TMSR Media International 
Chris Bialek 

sales@msrmediaskn.com 
Market Office: Marriott #264 

Home Office tel: +1 727 232 9595 
Synopsis: Amber Gray, a descendant of the last witch of England, heads to university for her first year of study. She 
unknowingly carries with her the power of her ancestors. As her magical abilities slowly emerge she is caught up in the pomp and 
circumstance of the school’s elite group, The York Witches’ Society. While being initiated into the “coven” of students, Amber and her 
new friends unwittingly awaken an ancient evil that is hellbent on destroying the Gray bloodline. The mysterious villain begins its witch 
hunt and the young women soon realize they may not make it through another night. 
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